Abstract-when environment temperature is changed, the properties of convection-based tilt sensors are changed, which is so-called sensitivity temperature drift. Methods of sensitivity compensation are introduced according to mechanism of this kind of tilt sensor: temperature distribution induced by the heat source plays a key role in sensing tilt angle. The sensitivity temperature drift was researched, a new method of sensitivity temperature active compensating was proposed, and sensitivity temperature active compensating was accomplished.
INTRODUCTION

distribution;
Convection-based tilt sensors are based on pendulum characteristics of natural convection in a hermetic chamber.
Because the mass of gas is small and there is no proof mass, the gas pendulum tilt sensor has large-scale applications for its characteristics of resisting oscillation and shock. At present, the gas pendulum tilt sensors are applied to tank fire control, robot state system, artificial satellite reception system and radar control system etc [1] [2] [3] [4] .
However, when environment temperature is changed, the properties of convection-based tilt sensor are changed, that is so-called sensitivity drifted with temperature. Although almost all sensors have the problem of sensitivity temperature drift, it is poorer for the convection-based tilt sensors, which caused the range of application limited.
In order to solve this question, a new method of sensitivity temperature active compensating was proposed.
According to mechanism of tilt sensor: temperature distribution induced by the heat source plays a key role in sensing tilt, the compensating method of sensitivity temperature drift was researched, and sensitivity temperature active compensation was accomplished.
II.
SENSING MECHANISM OF CONVECTION-BASED TILT SENSORS
Gas pendulum tilt sensor is made according to pendulum characteristic of the natural convection of gas. Because the pendulum of gas pendulum tilt sensor is gas with small mass, it can resist powerful vibration and strong shocks, and can be applied to pose control of ship, tank, radar, and other arms equipments system [1,2].
Sensitive mechanism of gas pendulum tilt sensor is shown in Figure I . A heat source and two hotwires are To resolve the problem of the sensitivity temperature drift, there are two methods at present. One is compensation of hardware, and the other is compensation of software.
A.
Compensation of Hardware
The traditional compensating method of sensitivity provides constant current or constant voltage source, but it is not suitable for reducing the sensitivity temperature drift of convection-based tilt sensor. According to analysis of theory and test, a sensitivity property of sensor is approximate linearity while high order is neglected:
Where, Ta is environmental temperature, [(0 is sensitivity with To.
Based on formula (1), compensating sensitivity circuit is designed as Fig. 2 .
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Figure 2. Compensating sensitivity circuit
Rll, R12, R14, and R15 are resistances. RTl is resistance with negative temperature-sensitive ratio; RT2 is resistance with positive temperature-sensitive ratio In Fig.2 . Magnification factor of circuit can be written as:
(2) a Rll + R12 II RTl
Adjusting Rll, R12, R14, and R15, letting A (T a ) approach reciprocal of 1 +/3 (Tu-To), the output of voltage Vj:::: Koe. By adjusting the above resistances, the sensitivity temperature drift is reduced.
Compensation of hardware has a short responding time, but the consistency of compensate effecting is not better. This method works well for the compensation of linearity error, but it is not good for the compensation of nonlinear error.
B.
Compensation of Software
A built-in system (single chip) is used in compensation of software, which utilizes the conversion of analogy /digit (AID)
to convert an analogy signal of output voltage to a digit signal, processes digit compensation and filtration, and makes digit/analogy (D/A) conversion with useful signal at last. Due to the convenience of digit signal processing, this method is applied to linearity or symmetry compensation. Compensation of software chart is shown on Fig.3 , where SCM is a single chip.
The compensation of software has a relative long response time because of basic frequency limit of single chip, it is difficult for high response time system.
It is obvious that both compensation of software and compensation of hardware are passive compensation, which is based on the rule of drift emerged. This means that both above described compensation methods work in order to modifY the drift when temperature drift appears. Can a active compensation method be used for this purpose? The following description is a trial. 
IV. ACTIVE COMPENSATION OF SENSITIVITY
According to mechanism of tilt sensor, dot heat source is the cause for construction of temperature field and velocity field, which both bring affection to sensing tilt. But the temperature distribution induced by the heat source plays a key role in the sensing tilt [7] . In fact, when environment temperature is changed, the difference between heat source and environment temperature is changed, the properties of convection-based tilt sensors are changed, which caused the sensitivity drift with temperature. It is convenient to use software for analysis in details, and here the software Ansys is used for numerical simulation. Inclination angle e (0) 
